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Aoris Investment Management
Aoris is a specialist international equity manager founded in 2017.
We are a focused business and manage a
single international equity portfolio.
Our investment approach is conservative,
fundamental and evidence-based.

The Aoris International Fund
Our portfolio is long-only and highly selective.
We own a maximum of 15 stocks, each of which has
considerable breadth or internal diversification.
We aim to generate returns of 8–12% p.a. over a market cycle.

Our Quarterly Reports
We are business owners, not economists.
As such, our reports focus on the
performance of our investee companies.
We report on portfolio performance
and changes with candour and transparency.
Each quarter, we include a thought piece or feature article on
a topic area with direct relevance to our investment approach.

About the cover image: Cappadocia, situated on the rugged plateau north of the Taurus Mountains in central
Turkey, is famous for its volcanic peaks, cone-shaped rock formations, Bronze Age homes carved into valley walls,
and hot air ballooning.
Hot air balloons flying at sunrise over rock formations in Cappadocia, Turkey, by Olga Lipatova.
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The mispricing of risk
– and why it matters
INTRODUCTION
Interest rates have been on a downward path since the early
1980s, when suffocatingly high rates were imposed to counteract
inflation emanating from the oil crises of the 1970s. At their peak
in 1982, US 10-year government bonds rates were about 14%
while mortgage interest rates in Australia were about 17%. Fast
forward to the last decade: throughout the developed world
interest rates on safe investments, such as bank deposits and
government bonds, have not even kept pace with the rate of
inflation. Those in search of reward have been encouraged to
take more and more risk.
Since the global financial crisis (GFC) of 2009, major central
banks have aggressively suppressed long-term interest rates and
the reward for risk. This has had major implications for investor
behaviour and asset prices. The response by monetary authorities
to the onset of the COVID-19 crisis in March 2020 pushed interest
rates to new lows and risk-seeking behaviour to new highs. This
had a particularly favourable impact on the valuation of certain
types of companies. Understanding this dynamic goes a long way
to helping us interpret the behaviour of equities over the last 12
months. It also gives us a framework to consider the potential
impact on equity valuations should interest rates rise, and where
the greatest vulnerabilities lie.

THE EVAPORATING REWARD FOR RISK
Cash
Over the last ten years, the rate of interest paid by banks around
the world on customer deposits has become more and more
miserly. Australian banks are currently offering 0.05% for cash
on deposit (meaning on a $10,000 deposit you’ll earn $5 each
year in interest, barely enough for a decent coffee or a bus fare!),
down from 2% five years ago and 5% five years before that. With
the cost of living in Australia rising at a rate of around 2% each
year, the current deposit interest rate will see the value of one’s
savings progressively eroded in real, or after-inflation terms.
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Bank deposit rates can be thought of as what you get paid in
return for taking no risk, after deducting the rate of inflation.
With the reward for no risk less than zero, the incentive has
naturally arisen to take some risk. And so, our story begins.

Term deposits
An obvious first destination in search of reward is to have some
money tied up for a while but still in a safe place, such as a major
bank. Historically, banks would need to offer higher interest
rates for longer term deposits, to compensate savers for the lack
of immediate access to their funds. For Aoris, the rates we are
offered on term deposits have shrunk rapidly since we started
our business three years ago. Right now, a five-year fixed term
deposit will pay us 0.25% p.a., a mere 0.20% more than we are
paid for keeping it in an overnight account. The reduction in
term deposit rates from 2.50% a few years ago to 0.25% today
represents a 90% cut in our interest income. We can cope, as we
earn most of our income from fees managing our clients’ money,
but it has been devastating for those retirees who live off their
interest income. Investors in need of income could perhaps put
up with a severe haircut to their interest for a year or two, but
even the most patient have been sorely tested this last decade.
This serves as an incentive to look further afield and take a bit
more risk in search of a better return.

Government bonds
Historically, the world’s central banks have influenced the real
economy through their control of short-term interest rates, while
letting market forces determine long-term borrowing costs. This
changed during the GFC when, having reduced short-term rates
to near zero, central banks turned their efforts to long-term rates
in a bid to further stimulate the economy. Through purchasing
long-term debt in vast quantities, central banks sought to
reduce as much as possible the interest rate that governments,
corporates and households pay on their debt. By inversion, it
also had the effect of suppressing the interest income earned
by investors in that debt. Their efforts have been remarkably
successful.
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Since the GFC,
central bank
buying has driven
government bond
yields to ever-lower
levels.

Average 10-year government bond yields
in developed countries
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Source: Haver Analytics, World Bank; average of 30 developed countries

So forceful and so effective has the European Central Bank’s
(ECB) bond buying been that it ruptured the conventional
notion that an interest rate must be more than zero. Why would
one person willingly lend money to another and expect to
get back less than they would putting it under the mattress?
Imagine, if you will, watching a limbo dancer (to the tune of
‘How low can you go?’) get closer and closer to the floor only
to disappear beneath the floorboards and never resurface! At
the end of December, ¤6.6 trillion, or roughly three-quarters
of euro area government bonds, traded with a negative yield.
This has led to some truly perplexing outcomes. For instance,
since August 2019, at a time when the economy was healthy and
unemployment was just 3%, households in Denmark have been
able to avail themselves of 10-year mortgages at a fixed rate of
negative 0.5%. Go figure.
With the return for investing in the debt of safe governments
in the developed world so distinctly unappealing, we must look
further afield in search of a decent return. Let’s turn to the
troubled European countries of Spain, Portugal, Italy and Greece,
each of which required a bailout during the European debt
crisis of 2010–15. As of mid-November last year, lending to the
government of Greece for five years earned you a return of 0.15%
p.a., remarkable for a country that had to be bailed out in both
2010 and 2012, only to stumble into actual default in 2015. The
five-year government debt of Italy, Spain and Portugal will each
reward the investor with a negative yield.
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As well as most
European bond
yields being
negative, the
ECB has almost
eliminated the yield
differential, or the
relative price of risk,
between European
countries.

5-year government bond yields across Europe
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Since the GFC, central banks in major developed countries
have worked aggressively to snuff out the role of market
forces in pricing risk. At any point over the last ten years when
normal market buyers have threatened to pull back and allow
bond yields to rise, the world’s central banks have acted with
overwhelming force through their bond purchases to suppress
long-term rates back to negligible or negative levels.
With the reward for risk squeezed out of the government bond
market, the next stop is corporate bonds.

Corporate bonds
Standard & Poors (S&P), a credit rating agency, rates corporates
on a scale of AAA (highest) to D (lowest). Investing in the bonds
of ‘blue chip’ or ultra-safe corporates (AA and above) used to
be a moderately rewarding endeavour, with the investor being
paid a rate well above inflation and a bit more than was available
in government bonds or on term deposit. Investors may well
reminisce of such times. It has been eight years since an index
of AA-rated US corporate bonds generated a yield in excess
of inflation. In December, LVMH, one of our portfolio holdings,
issued ¤9 billion of bonds, ‘paying’ -0.20% for a two-year debt
(you read it right, a negative rate!) and a mere 0.38% on the 11year bonds. With such little reward to be earned from lending to
the safest of companies, the next step is obvious – lending to the
‘other’ sort.
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BB is the highest of the six S&P ratings designated ‘below
investment grade’ (less politely known as ‘speculative’ or ‘junk’).
A BB rating means S&P considers a particular company to
be ‘less vulnerable in the near-term but faces major ongoing
uncertainties to adverse business, financial and economic
conditions’. Through the 2000s, the debt of BB-rated companies
would pay a yield of about 7.5%, to compensate the investor for
both inflation and the risk that they would lose their money. Over
the last decade, that yield rate has steadily declined and at the
end of 2020, those speculative-grade companies were paying
just 3.5% on their debt, barely more than a term deposit bank
account was just a few years ago.

The interest rates
paid on the longterm debt of risky
companies is
currently the lowest
it’s been for decades

US BB corporate bond yield
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Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

Letting out the sails
As the reward for risk has progressively declined, investors have
had to take on more risk to earn the same reward. Thankfully,
Wall Street has obliged. The bonds of below investment-grade
issuers, as well as bank loans to highly indebted companies
(known as leveraged loans), ordinarily contain covenants to
protect the lender or investor. Normal covenants include, for
example, requirements that the borrower must maintain a certain
minimum level of cash flow, a breach of which allows the lender
to be repaid in full. Bank loans and corporate bonds that are
issued without the usual investor protection clauses are known
as ‘covenant-lite’.
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The market’s embrace of diminished investor protection in a bid
for higher reward is evidenced by the rapid rise in the share of US
leveraged loans that are covenant-lite, from 20% in 2010 to 85% in
2020. The growth in covenant-lite debt can be traced to the postGFC period when the reward for risk fell to historically low levels.

THE ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF THE MISPRICING OF RISK
Interest rates
perform a vital role
in the real economy,
not just in financial
markets, but also
through their
influence on the
rate of return that
companies require
when they invest.

The developed world’s central banks have aggressively
suppressed the price of risk for over a decade, to stimulate
economic activity and raise the rate of inflation. They have
claimed vindication in periods when growth and inflation have
picked up, and responded with yet more bond purchases when
the rates of growth and inflation have slumped. Could it be that
their actions have, instead, directly contributed to the subdued
rate of economic growth experienced over the last decade? Let’s
explore this.
Real economic growth comes from two sources. Firstly,
improvements in the productivity of the labour and capital already
deployed in the economy. Secondly, the hiring of more labour and
deployment of more capital where companies expect they will
earn an attractive return on that investment. It should be noted
that, at least in our view, fiscal stimulus doesn’t create wealth;
rather, it brings forward demand from the future to today.
Interest rates play a vital role as an arbiter in the capital
allocation mechanism. When a company has the option of
putting cash in the bank or investing in government bonds and
earning a no-risk return of, say, 6%, they are likely to demand
that an investment project, perhaps a new factory, earns a
higher return, say 8%. This means only the most economically
productive investments get funded. However, with long-term
interest rates at around zero, companies may allocate capital
to projects with much lower rates of return, and they may be
willing to hire new employees who are expected to generate a
lower economic output. There is a strong argument that central
bank bond purchases over the last decade have dampened
the effectiveness of the price of risk in the capital allocation
mechanism. The economic consequence has been lower
productivity, lower economic growth and lower inflation.
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Sustained mispricing
of risk over the last
decade through
low interest rates
has blunted the
capital allocation
process. This may
have undermined
productivity growth
globally.

Is it surprising, then, that productivity in most countries was
lower in the 2010s than it was in the 2000s? This is despite
all the wonders of smartphones, high-speed internet, cloud
computing and so on.

Productivity* growth by decade
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Growth in output per hour worked. Source: Conference Board.

*

THE EQUITY MARKET RESPONSE TO ULTRA-LOW RATES
The impact on equity valuations of everdeclining interest rates
The value of a business today can be thought of as the sum of
all future dollars of cash that it earns, discounted back to the
present. The higher that discount rate, the less that a future
dollar is worth today. Similarly, the further out into the future
the dollar is expected to arrive, the less it’s worth today. The
progressive decline in long-term interest rates over the last
decade has impacted equity valuations in three important ways:
1. The reduction in the discount rate makes all future cash flows
worth more today. Hence, the strong performance of equities
generally over the last 10 years.
2. The uplift to today’s valuation of a lower discount rate
disproportionately favours cash flows that are further into
the future. Reducing the discount rate from, say, 8.0% to 7.5%
increases today’s value of a dollar of cash expected in 10
years from 72c to 75c, a 5% uplift. For a dollar expected 50
years into the future, today’s value changes from 23c to 29c, a
26% uplift. This can be seen in the table below.
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3. The effect described in point 2 above becomes progressively
larger the further the discount rate falls. Let’s look at this
closely. For cash flows 10 years into the future, each additional
0.5% reduction in rates adds a further 5% to today’s value.
So, the impact is relatively constant, or linear. However, the
impact on today’s value of cash flows 50 years into the future
from each additional 0.5% reduction becomes progressively
larger, i.e., its effect is geometric.

That valuation uplift
is dramatically
greater for cash
flows expected in the
distant future.

The impact
also becomes
progressively larger
the lower interest
rates go.

Today’s value of $1 in the future at various
discount rates:
Discount rate

10 years in the future

50 years in the future

8.0%

72c

23c
+4.7%

7.5%

75c

7.0%

79c

6.5%

83c

6.0%

87c

+26%
29c

+5.0%

+33%

37c

+5.0%

+42%

47c

+5.5%

+53%

59c

How today’s value of a future $1 is affected by
reductions in the discount rate from 8% to:
160%

6.0%

140%
Uplift in today's value

A reduction in
interest rates
increases today’s
value of a future $1.

120%
6.5%

100%
80%
60%

7.0%

40%
7.5%

20%
0%
0

10

20

30

40

50

Years into the future
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How the central banks’ response to COVID put a
rocket under valuations of high-growth companies
The more protracted the period that long-term rates have
been near zero, the more permanent the state of zero is likely
to feel. The response by central banks to the COVID-19 crisis
was another massive round of bond buying, pushing yields on
long-term government and corporate bonds to record lows.
Since the crisis began, central bankers have repeatedly stressed
that financial markets can expect both short-term and longterm interest rates to remain near zero (negative in the case of
Europe) for years to come. The combined effect of these words
and actions was to beat into submission any nascent expectation
of an eventual rise in interest rates.
With such strong encouragement from monetary officials to view
near zero as near permanent, it is no wonder that 2020 witnessed
an explosive increase in the valuation of companies with expected
payoffs a long way into the future. Profitability today is an
optional extra when interest rates are so supportive of ‘changethe-world businesses’ such as electric vehicles, food delivery
apps, cloud computing, biotech and so on, where great things are
expected, or imagined, decades from now.
ARK manages a series of funds that invest in high-growth,
disruptive businesses. Their $18 billion flagship ARK Innovation
Fund posted exceptional returns from March last year, which was
the point of maximum central bank intervention in suppressing
interest rates.

ARK Innovation
invests in ‘disruptive
innovation’, such as
DNA technologies,
next generation
internet, industrial
innovation and
fintech innovation.

ARK Innovation Fund - share price
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Tesla’s valuation is
highly sensitive to
reductions in interest
rates. Even assuming
very low rates and a
rosy future, we get
nowhere near its
current valuation.
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Tesla
Let’s use Tesla as an example of how the final leg down in
interest rates early last year propelled the valuation of ‘losses
today, profits somewhere down the track’ companies into the
stratosphere.
Let’s value Tesla making the following basic assumptions:
-

Worldwide passenger vehicle sales were about 65 million in
2019, falling to 56 million in 2020. Let’s assume that in 2021,
sales return to 65 million and grow at 2% p.a. through to 2070.

-

Electric vehicle (EV) sales were 3 million in 2020, accounting
for 2% of the total market. Let’s assume this share rises to 25%
by 2030 and 100% by 2050.

-

Tesla sold 0.5 million cars in 2020, giving it a 17% share of the
EV market. Let’s assume this jumps to 20% in 2030, then as
competition develops it falls away to 15% by 2050, about the
same share that Toyota has today.

-

Under these assumptions, Tesla’s sales will increase by 7x to
3.6 million vehicles by 2030 and grow to 16 million by 2070.
This is an impressive number relative to the 10 million sold by
Toyota in 2019.

-

Toyota and Volkswagen make after-tax profit per vehicle of
around US$1,000. The premium manufacturers like BMW and
Audi make more money per vehicle but sell fewer of them.
Let’s assume Tesla turns profitable in 2030 and makes aftertax profit of US$1,500 per car sold thereafter.

-

In order to produce 10 million cars a year, Toyota and
Volkswagen have invested roughly US$250 billion in
production assets over their lives, and both spend US$15
billion on these assets each year.

-

It is interesting to consider for a moment the investment
required in charging stations. McKinsey believes that an
investment in charging infrastructure of US$50 billion is
required by 2030 across the US, China and the EU. Tesla’s
charging stations are proprietary to and owned by Tesla, so
to support mass adoption it will have to bear all the costs.
This investment, even in a low-interest-rate world, requires a
return. At the end of 2020, Tesla increased its Supercharger
rate from 42c to 52c per kilowatt hour, making it more
expensive to fuel than an equivalent petrol-powered car,
according to website whichcar.com.au.

-

Reflecting this need for investment in production assets and
charging infrastructure, let’s assume that Tesla cash flow is
negative US$1 billion in each of the next 10 years.
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2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 2070
Global passenger vehicle
sales (million)

56

72

Percent electric

2%

25%

Total EV sales (million)

3

18

59

87

97

107

Tesla’s market share of
EV sales

17%

20%

20%

15%

15%

15%

Tesla’s vehicle sales
(million)

0.5

3.6

11.9

13.1

14.5

16.0

1500

1500

1500

1500

1500

5.4

17.8

19.7

21.7

24.0

Tesla's profit per vehicle
($ thousands)
Tesla's after-tax earnings
($ billions)

Tesla’s value
today increases
dramatically if we
use lower and lower
interest rates to
discount future cash
flows.

79

87

97

107

75% 100% 100% 100%

-

Now, what’s this worth today? The first step is to look way
into the future, 50 years from now, to 2070. What multiple
of earnings do we think that Tesla, by that time a mature
business, would be worth? Let’s say 30x, which is about a
50% premium to the average of the US equity market over the
last 50 years.

-

The next question is what return do we want to earn as a
shareholder in Tesla for the next half-century? Let’s say 8%.
On this basis, the company is worth about US$75 billion
today, a small fraction of its US$850 billion market valuation
in January of this year.

-

Now, let’s say, if US 10-year government bonds are giving us
about 1%, maybe we’ll be okay earning 6% from Tesla. The
valuation almost doubles to US$140 billion. What if we say
that 4% will do? The present value doubles again to US$175
billion. A 2% return, still much better than a government
bond, will get us to a valuation of US$575 billion, still well its
valuation in January. Before we go any further, at a 2% annual
return, or even 6%, how do we feel about the reward relative
to the risk?

-

What about the sale of carbon credits that generated over
US$1.5 billion of revenue for Tesla last year? Well, they
will quickly disappear as the dream of an electric future
arrives. As fewer conventionally powered cars are sold and
more electric vehicles are produced by Tesla’s competitors,
increasing supply and diminishing demand will see the value
of emission credits fall rapidly.
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You can see how the final, dramatic suppression of long-term
interest rates in March 2020, combined with assurances from
central banks that rates would stay super low for super long,
has been reflected in an extraordinary revaluation of those
businesses, such as Tesla, with an exciting payoff way out into
the distant future.

CONCLUSIONS
Since 2009, central banks have intervened in the pricing of risk
to an unprecedented degree. The suppression of interest rates
and the elimination of any reward for no risk has encouraged
increasingly risky behaviour. Distorting the capital allocation
process in the real economy may well have contributed to the
disappointing productivity growth experienced globally over the
last ten years.
The descent of interest rates to new lows in early 2020 was a
key contributor to the risk-seeking behaviour in equity markets
last year and the dramatic share price gains seen in fast-growing,
disruptive sectors such as biotechnology, cloud computing, food
delivery and electric vehicles.
The prospects of economic recovery are rising, and with it
expectations of higher inflation and interest rates. The equity
market pendulum, after the dreams and extremes of 2020, may
now swing the other way. We believe that high-quality, profitable
businesses, valued on reasonable multiples of earnings, will
return to favour.
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Get in touch
T +61 2 8098 1503
E info@aoris.com.au

www.aoris.com.au

A COMMONSENSE APPROACH EXECUTED WITH UNCOMMON DISCIPLINE

Important Information
This report has been prepared by Aoris Investment Management Pty Ltd ABN 11 621 586 552, AFSL No 507281 (Aoris), the investment manager of Aoris International Fund
(Fund). The issuer of units in Aoris International Fund is the Fund’s responsible entity The Trust Company (RE Services) Limited (ABN 45 003 278 831, AFSL Licence No
235150). The Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) contains all of the details of the offer. Copies of the PDS are available at aoris.com.au or can be obtained by contacting
Aoris directly.
Before making any decision to make or hold any investment in the Fund, you should consider the PDS in full. The information provided does not take into account your
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. You should consider your own investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs before acting upon
any information provided and consider seeking advice from a financial adviser if necessary.
You should not base an investment decision simply on past performance. Past performance is not an indicator of future performance. Returns are not guaranteed and so the
value of an investment may rise or fall.

